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Powerful, Interesting and Inspirational Thoughts for dM̈Epg!!!
©
1. It's interesting that we have 8 days of dM̈Epg,
© but if you look at the date when
th
dM̈Epg© falls out it is on the 25 of el¥ q§ M.
¦ So what? If you add 2+5 using oḧẅ xRq
© n§
you get 7. Where is the 8? The answer is you. What does that mean? You, that
individual, make the 8th. Hashem wants you to recall your ups and downs
during the year.1 There are 52 states and dM̈Epg© falls out on the 25th of el¥ q§ M.
¦ So
what is the connection? If you flip the number 25 around it's 52. They both
equal 7. We l ¤̀ xŸ¨yi§ llM
© effect all of the 52 nations/ the world with what we
1
do!!!
2. Chaim Solomon was a Jew who saved the Army through his financial
contributions but died a pauper. When George Washington asked him what he
would like as a personal reward for his services to the Continental Army,
Solomon said he wanted nothing for himself but that he would like something
for his people. The Star of ce§c̈ was the result. 13 symbolizes the 13 Stars above
the Eagle, the 13 Original colonies and other things as well.8 What does the
number 13 Judaism correspond to? The 13 middos of Hashem. A person
becoming a dëvn§ xA© at 13 etc. So what? The gematria of cg̈ ¤̀ is 13. Once
someone has his dëvn§ xA© he has a wl¤ g¥ in l ¤̀ xŸ¨yi§ llM.
© He becomes a member of
the nation. Every cg̈ ¤̀ / individual has a role and job to fulfill in l ¤̀ xŸ¨yi§ llM!!!
©
Yes, every person has the power and can effect the world dramatically!!!
3. Edïzih§ n© had 5 sons that went into battle with the mipë§
¦ i and were victorious. How
is that possible? By the Jewish people numbers don't matter. Just like we admire
our people for their, internal beauty not external beauty. When Jews unite
whether it by 5, 10, 15 or 20 people etc. Hashem helps them defeat their
enemies.
4. The letters on the dreidel p ,b ,d ,W stand for mẄ dïd̈ lFcb̈ qp¥ . The letters of ,W
p ,b ,d add up to 358 which is the dïxh
¦ n© b§ of gi
© WŸ
¦ n and `n̈AF`
© wxFA!!!
©
Isn’t that
shocking! This year we have a leap year that has 385 days in it. If you switch the
number 385 around you get 358 same as gi
© WŸ
¦ n!2 You never know this could be
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the year of the dl̈E`b!!!
§ I’ll prove how this could be accurate. Let me ask you a
question? Why is it so hard for us to bring gi
© WŸ
¦ n? The gematria of oḧŸy
¨ is 359
and the gematria gi
© WŸ
¦ n is 358. So what? The oḧŸy
¨ has more power over gi
© WŸ
¦ n. In
other words it’s in our to bring gi
© WŸ
¦ n ourself.
5. How is it that the Arabs have so successful in killing so Jews l"x? Rabbi
Pinchus Lipshitz says, “That the dxFY
¨ was given on i©piq¦ xd© and he brings down
from a dÄx© Wxc
§ n¤ that notes something interesting, that the word “i©piq”
¦ is the
root word of “d`pU” - hatred. Once l ¤̀ xŸ¨yi§ llM
© got the dxFY
¨ from i©piq¦ xd© all
the nations hated them. So why is there so much antisemitism especially by the
Arab terrorists? Well what happened was the following the hatred that they had
towards us became a disease that effected our own nation. So what is the
message that Hashem is sending us in our times that we keep sleeping on and
failing to wake up on?
All these terrorist organization al-Qaeda, Hamas, Hezbollah etc.5 (even
though, they are different groups) they are a lW
¤ n̈ to different groups in llM
©
l ¤̀ xŸ¨yi§ like Chassidim, Lubavitch, Satmar etc. Hashem is telling us if we, llM
©
l ¤̀ xŸ¨yi§ , can’t get along with different groups of Jews in our own nation I’ll have
different terrorist organization unite with each other with one goal - kill all
Jews, G-D forbid/ l"x!!! in order to show you that what you are missing is
unity.
Everyone knows that l ¤̀ rn̈W§i stands for lM¥ rn© Ẅ¦i - which means G-d
listens/hears. What’s the difference? I think that in the situation that our nation
is currently in it’s time we listen to Hashem now instead of him hearing us. Who
knows if G-d forbid what Hashem will have to do to get our attention!!! Hashem
is waiting for us to get the message and we keep on ignoring it!!! How much
more zFxrv̈ will Hashem have to bring to l ¤̀ xŸy
¨ i§ llM
© for us to get the
message, G-d forbid?! Don’t we want gi
© WŸ
¦ n’s arrival already!?
Why are there so many car accidents, tragedies, people dying left and right
l"x? The xdFf
© teaches that rx¨d̈ oFWl̈ arouses the Great Accuser, bringing death
and destruction to the world!!!”3
The Arabs kill millions of people daily - causing millions of deaths! They
brought destruction to the world trade center which that day till today has been
known as 9/11!!!7
Learning the zFkl̈d© of rx¨d̈ oFWl̈ isn’t a nice thing to study. It helps us
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become in more control of what say before it comes out of our mouth! Not only
that, it causes us to become positive people. The main goal is that it potects us
from causing disunity in l ¤̀ xŸ¨yi§ llM!!!
©
Where do we see that peace is important in America? The answer is on the
back of the dollar bill. Where on the dollar bill? If you look at the dollar bill you
will see an Eagle holding an olive branch and arrows. This country wants
peace, but we will never be afraid to fight to preserve peace. The Eagle always
wants to face the olive branch, but in time of war, his gaze turns toward the
arrows. If you turn the Eagle upside down, you will see a configuration in the
likeness of a Menorah...both at the insistence of George Washington who said
we should never forget the Jewish people and what they have done in the
interest of America.
There 13 Leaves on the olive branch. cg̈ ¤̀ is 13 As we discussed earlier
before. If you look closely you will see that on the olive branch which in
America is a symbol representing peace there are 13 fruits. So what? When
represent and if you look closely. When Jews bring mFlẄ into the world they
bring dk̈x¨A§ as well. The fruit represent dk̈x¨A.
§
4
The xŸtFq mz© g̈ in `x¨ ¥̀ ë zWx
© R© says that the reason the Jews left m¦ixv
© n§ was
because the Jews felt each other’s pain so therefore it was decreased by split in
half from 400 years to 210 years. Why 210 and not 200 years? The answer was
that they were cg©
© i - together. "i" - is 10 and "cg"
© is 1. The ten in the 210 years
was hinting that they were together as one unit! There zEcg`,
© unity, was the
reason we were dkFf
¤ to have the m¦ixv
© n§ zElb̈ shortened!!! In other words we
control how long our zElb̈ should be to some extent! Who says our dl̈E`b§ will
come when we reach the year 6,000! We can make it happen this year, as we
learn from the xŸtFq mz© g̈!!!
Let’s take the lesson from Edïzih§ n’s
© 5 sons who’s unity helped defeat them
mipë§
¦ i. May it be in the zEk§f of our zEcg
ª `© that we show our follow Jews we will
create l`x¨U¦
§ i zad
© `© and that will bring ultimate mFlẄ which will be the key to
bring gi
© W¦ n§ and the 3rd WC̈w§ O¦ d© ziA¥ in our days on¥ `¨ Epnï
¥ A§ dx¨d¥ n§ A!!!
§
-------------------------------------------------------------------------For the solution to bring the dl̈E`§b watch the film, “Tears for Moshaich,” go to www.comingofmoshiach.com. To find out more about this film go to the next page.

Notes:
1

The hWR
© with 25 is my hWR,
© there no source for it just sounds interesting. The other one is
my hWR
© as well.
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2

This is my hWR
© as well. There is no source
(Kavod Shamayim, chapter 2)
4
Qouted from Rabbi Mendel Kessin on his CD called, “One Mitzvah... The Key to Both
Worlds”
5
Go to - www.worldstatesmen.org/Terrorist.html - there are many more webites then this.
7
Not every terrorist attack is always reported on the news right away.
8
You can find this information online by typing in the search bar or google either - Hayim
Solomon. You will eventually find out this information that I posted here.
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